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Slope stability analysis is the most important problem in slope engineering design and construction. Open-pit slope often
spans several strata, many of which are relatively weak. ,ere may be faults and weak layers across the whole rock. It is very
necessary to study the instability mechanism and stability analysis of multistratigraphic slopes with faults and weak layers. In
this paper, taking a complex three-dimensional slope with fault and weak layer as the research object, the evolution laws of the
stress field and damage zone of the slope are analyzed by using the finite element strength reduction method. ,e results show
that the fault and weak layer have different degrees of effect on the slope stability. ,e fault causes stress concentration and
damage to nearby rock mass, and the weak layer causes stress concentration on the slope above it and forms a dangerous slip
zone. ,en the effect of the fault and weak layer on slope stability is discussed. Because the effect of horizontal structural plane
on slope stability is greater than that of the vertical structural plane, the effect of weak layer on slope stability is greater than
that of the fault in the slope. ,e research results can provide a theoretical guidance for the study of slope stability in
practical engineering.

1. Introduction

As the starting point of all slope engineering designs, slope
stability analysis has become the most important problem in
slope engineering, and it has also attracted the attention of
the industry as one of the most difficult problems in slope
engineering design and construction. ,e main task of slope
stability analysis is calculating the stability and evaluating its
stability state and deformation trend [1, 2]. Open-pit mine
slopes are usually excavated on natural rock masses. ,ese
rock masses are the product of long-term geological de-
velopment. ,ey are generally divided by various geological
interfaces in varying degrees, which makes the rock mass to
have complex discontinuous features. Open-pit mine slopes
often span several strata, many of which are relatively weak,
because there may be faults that traverse the whole rock and

soil. A serious problem for the study of open-pit slopes is put
forward: the instability mechanism and stability analysis of
multistratigraphic slopes with faults and weak layers.

Two-dimensional (2D) analysis of slopes is a common
method. However, the traditional 2D calculation method
makes assumptions on the interstrip force and slip surface.
,e analysis result is only the stability state of a section,
which can only reflect the local stability of the slope. Most of
the disasters such as slope landslides that occur in the
practical engineering show the three-dimensional (3D) state.
If the traditional 2D analysis method is used under complex
geological conditions, the analysis results will be quite dif-
ferent from the actual situation. But 3D slope stability
analysis can more realistically reflect the actual situation of
the slope [3]. With the development of computer technol-
ogy, more and more researchers are now using the 3D finite
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element method (FEM) to study the stability of slopes. By
using 3D FEM, the safety factor of the slope can be calculated
[4–6], the safety assessment of the dangerous area can be
carried out [7–9], and the failure mode and mechanism of
the slope can be studied [10–12].

,e strength reduction elastoplastic finite element
numerical analysis method was first put forward by
Zienkiewicz et al. [13] in 1975. Ugai’s research made the
finite element strength reduction method (FESRM) to
begin to attract attention from the academic community in
slope stability analysis in 1989 [14]. And it is proposed that
the elastoplastic finite element strength reduction method
is an adaptive and feasible slope stability analysis method.
Griffiths and Lane [15], Dawson et al. [16], Manzari and
Nour [17], and Tschuchnigg et al. [18] have applied the
FESRM to the slope stability analysis. ,e safety factor
calculated by using FESRM has many advantages over the
conventional method [19–21]. ,ere is no need to artifi-
cially assume the position of the slip surface, which is
suitable for the stability analysis of complex slopes. Es-
pecially when there are faults and weak layers in the slope,
it can better reflect its advantages [22–26]. According to
the information of stress field and strain field obtained by
finite element calculation, the failure process of slope can
be dynamically simulated, that is, the process of occur-
rence, development, and yield failure of slope can be
described. ,us the failure mode, the characteristics of
stress and the mechanism of damage evolution of complex
slopes can be analyzed. ,erefore, FESRM is an effective
means to calculate and analyze the stability of complex
slopes.

A number of researchers have carried out related re-
search on the slope stability analysis under the effect of faults
or weak layers, and many meaningful results have been
achieved. But there are few studies on the stability of 3D
slope under the control of faults and weak layers. In this
paper, the open-pit slope with fault and weak layer is taken
as the research object. Based on FESRM, the rock slope is
analyzed by the finite element analysis software COMSOL
Multiphysics. ,e stress evolution and damage mechanism
of the slope affected by the fault and weak layer are studied.
,e comparative analysis under different conditions is
carried out, revealing the role played by fault and weak layer
in slope instability. ,e research results can provide a
theoretical basis for the study of slope deformation and
damage in practical engineering.

2. Geomining Conditions

,e open-pit mine stratum structure and engineering
geological conditions are complex. ,e strata in the mining
area are metamorphic rocks. Due to the different compo-
sition andmetamorphism of the parent rock, the hardness of
the rock layers is different. In the vertical direction, weak and
hard interlayers appear, and in the horizontal direction, it
appears as weak and hard in the same rock stratum.
,erefore, the lithology of the stratum is different, the
mechanical strength of the rock is low, and the stability of
the whole slope is poor.

,e 3D rock slope studied in this paper is located in the
east of the mining area. ,e slope inclination is 230°, the
highest slope height is 330m, and the slope angle is 30°. ,e
slope contains 10 groups of geological rock groups (as
shown in Table 1). From top to bottom, they are Q
(quaternary topsoil), fault F1 (embedded in the slope),
CMN (clay talc dolomite, dolomitic siltstone, and dolo-
mitic sandstone), SDS (light yellow dolomitic shale and
dolomite), weak layer BOMZ (quartz sandstone), SDB
(shallow white dolomitic shale), RSC1 (massive and hon-
eycomb silicified dolomite), RSC2 (massive and honey-
comb silicified dolomite), RSF (layered silicified dolomite),
and RAT (dolomitic siltstone). ,e rock mass structure of
the slope is very complicated. Slope rock mass is layered
distribution, in which the rock mass above 1250m is loose
structure and its shape is soil-like and fragmentary; the
rock mass between 1250m and 1200m is fragmented
structure, and its shape is sandy and fragmentary; and the
rock mass between 1200m and 1100m is massive structure,
and its shape is columnar and long columnar. ,ere is a
fault F1 in the slope, which is going to NE15∼20°, tending
SE, and the inclination angle is 20°. ,e surface exposure
length of the fault is about 450m, and the width is 10∼20m.
,e small folds, fault scratches, schistosome zone, and
tectonic breccia are visible in the fault. ,ere is a BOMZ
weak layer which is layered loose rock mass. It is loose
structure, and its strength is low.

3. Model Building

,e slope shape is irregular, and the contact relationship
between rock strata is very complex in practical engineering.
In order to establish a 3Dmodel for finite element analysis, it
is necessary to simplify it properly to ensure that the model
can be calculated successfully.

(1) ,e rock mass of each stratum is regarded as a
unified lithology, and the model does not specifically
reflect the joints, fissures, and composition of rock
mass. It is reflected by its corresponding parameters
(including elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, cohesion,
and internal friction angle).

(2) In fact, the slope has been excavated, showing a
stepped shape. At the same time, the occurrence of
rock and fault planes is irregular. However, in order
to facilitate the establishment of a 3D model, it is
assumed that the slope surface is smooth from the
top to the bottom of the slope and that the rock and
fault planes are also smooth.

Based on the above two assumptions, a 3D slope model
was built by 3D mining software, as shown in Figure 1. ,e
geometry of the model is 1000m× 450m× 600m, of which
the slope height is 300m.

In order to demonstrate the formation occurrence of the
slope model, the exploded view of the 3D slope model was
established, as shown in Figure 2.,e occurrence of the fault
and weak layer in the slope can be clearly identified.

,e boundary condition is that the upper surface is free,
the surrounding is constrained by normal displacement, and
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the bottom surface is fixed. ,e model is only subjected to
self-weight, and free settlement is allowed.

,emodel is divided into 10 layers (Q layer to RAT layer
from top to bottom, see Figure 2). ,e mechanical pa-
rameters of each layer are shown in Table 1. ,e mechanical
parameters of the 3D model are obtained by the Hoek–
Brown criterion. According to rock mechanical test results
and engineering geology and hydrogeology characteristics,
combined with rock mass characteristics of the slope, the
rock physical and mechanical parameters can be de-
termined. Firstly, the mechanical parameters of rock samples
are obtained through laboratory tests. Due to the natural
characteristics, there are many factors that impact me-
chanical parameters of slope rock mass, such as structural
plane and groundwater storage. So, using rock quality
classification indices, the value of RMR (rock mass rating)
[27] can be obtained. ,en according to the RMR value, the
rock mass parameters are calculated based on the Hoek–
Brown criterion [28–31]. Finally, the rock mass parameters
are synthetically determined considering the results of rock
mass quality classification.

Because the selection of fault mechanical parameters
lacks empirical formulas, the mechanical parameters of the
fault in the manuscript are determined by experience
analogy. ,e selected mechanical parameters of the fault are
the peak strength. Because there is no reliable theoretical
basis for experience analogy, in order to determine the
rationality of experience analogy fault parameters, the pa-
rameters in four cases are selected for comparison and
discussion. ,e following are the four cases: (1) experience
analogy parameters; (2) lower than experience analogy
parameters; (3) higher than experience analogy parameters;
and (4) the same as weak layer mechanical parameters. ,e
calculation results are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that
the stress distribution characteristics of the calculated results
in the four cases are basically the same, but the numerical
values are just different.,e second case can also be regarded
as the residual strength of the fault. Even if residual strength
is selected, the failure mode of the slope is basically un-
changed. ,at is to say, the failure mode of the slope is
mainly controlled by structure (the weak layer), and the
mechanical parameters of fault have little effect on it. ,is
paper studies the slope stability under the effect of the fault
and weak layer. ,e main concern is the mode of slope
deformation and failure, while the mechanical parameters of

Table 1: Physico-mechanical parameters of the 3D model.

Stratum Density ρ (g/cm3) Cohesion c (kPa) Internal friction angle φ (°) Elastic modulus E (GPa) Poisson’s ratio μ
Q 19.4 38.2 23.2 0.02 0.38
CMN 21.2 130 27.6 1.5 0.25
Fault F1 17.6 10 20 0.08 0.35
SDS 22.6 248 29.8 2.0 0.203
BOMZ (weak layer) 19.4 120 27.6 0.54 0.22
SDB 23.5 340 33.8 2.5 0.209
RSC1 24.2 600 36 3.0 0.209
RSC2 19.5 600 30 1.0 0.203
RSF 24.3 860 40.2 4.0 0.205
RAT 27.3 880 46 10 0.21

Fault F1

Weak layer BOMZ

1000

600

450

N

227

270

300

582

xy
z

Figure 1: ,ree-dimensional slope model.
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Figure 2: Exploded view of the 3D slope model.
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Figure 3: Continued.
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the fault have little e�ect on the mode of slope failure, so it is
acceptable to determine the fault parameters by experience
analogy.

4. Calculation Method

4.1. Strength Reduction Method. Zienkiewicz et al. �rst
proposed the concept of the shear strength reduction factor
in �nite element numerical analysis [13]. �e shear strength
reduction factor is the ratio of the maximum shear strength
formed by the slope soil and the actual shear stress caused by
the external load under the continuous external load. �e
principle is simply summarized as follows: the shear strength
parameters of slope soil are reduced by continuous re-
duction, and the reduced parameters are replaced by re-
peated calculation of the model until the model is calculated
to the ultimate failure. �e formula of the strength reduction
method is as follows:

c′ �
c

F
,

tanφ′ �
tanφ
F
,

(1)

where cohesion c and internal friction angle φ are the
strength parameters of rock and soil before reduction; c′ and
φ′ are the actual strength parameters of rock and soil after
reduction; and F is the strength reduction factor of rock and
soil mass.

4.2. Yield Criterion. �e constitutive model of geomaterials
in FESRM usually adopts the ideal elastoplastic model. �e
yield criterion generally selects the Drucker–Prager (D-P)
criterion [32, 33], which accounts for the e�ect of the in-
termediate principal stress, and considers the e�ect of hy-
drostatic pressure. So, the D-P criterion overcomes the main
weakness of theMohr–Coulomb criterion.�eD-P criterion
is extended and promoted based on the Mohr–Coulomb

criterion and the von Mises criterion in elastoplastic
mechanics:

f � αI1 +
��
J2
√

− K � 0, (2)

where I1 is the �rst invariant of stress and represented by the
following equation:

I1 � σii � σ1 + σ2 + σ3 � σx + σy + σz, (3)

and J2 is the second invariant of the stress deviator and
represented by the following equation:

J2 �
1
6

σ1 − σ2( )2 + σ2 − σ3( )2 + σ3 − σ1( )2[ ]

�
1
6
[ σx − σy( )

2 + σy − σz( )
2 + σz − σy( )

2

+ 6 τ2xy + τ2yz + τ2zx( )],

(4)

where α and K are the experimental constants related only
to the internal friction angle φ and the cohesion c of the
rock:

α �
2 sinφ�

3
√
(3 − sinφ)

,

K �
6c cosφ�
3

√
(3 − sinφ)

.

(5)

5. Results and Analysis

Based on the 3D mechanical model, the COMSOL Multi-
physics system was used to solve the large-scale stress �eld
calculation and analysis. �e system is a multiphysics-
coupled process analysis tool developed based on partial
di�erential equations (PDEs), which can be solved by an
e�cient solver based on FEM.
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Figure 3: �e calculation results in the four cases: (a) experience analogy parameters; (b) lower than experience analogy parameters;
(c) higher than experience analogy parameters; (d) the same as weak layer mechanical parameters.
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5.1. Shear Stress Analysis. Figure 4(a) shows the shear stress
field on the xz plane of the slope. ,e shear stress is con-
centrated along the slope above the weak layer BOMZ, and
the concentrated area is divided into two parts by the fault
F1. Because the fault is not completely vertical but tortuous,
the stress concentration is not obvious in the south of the
fault but high in the north, especially in the area close to the
fault.,emaximum stress value occurs at the junction of the
end of the fault and weak layer. Damage is easy to occur in
the area where shear stress is concentrated. In the future, it is
necessary to strengthen the monitoring to prevent land-
slides. Figure 4(b) is the sectional view of the shear stress
field. It can be clearly seen that the stress concentration in
the slope caused by the weak layer and the stress distribution
in the slope are more complex because of the existence of the
fault. ,e structural planes like fault and weak layer act as
barriers for stress concentration [34, 35].

5.2. Principal Stress Vector Analysis. Figure 5 shows the
principal stress vector diagram of the slope model. ,e
simulation arrows of 8× 5× 5 principal stress vectors are set
in the directions of x, y, and z, respectively. Under the effect
of the self-weight of the slope, the size of the vector arrow
from bottom to top decreases gradually. ,e fault F1 is
embedded in the slope and exposed along the slope surface,
which has a certain influence on the distribution of the
principal stress vector. According to the mechanical pa-
rameters of each stratum, the elastic moduli of the weak layer
and the fault are only 0.08GPa and 0.54GPa, respectively,
while that of CMN on both sides of the fault is 1.5GPa. ,e
strength of rock mass varies greatly among these strata. In
addition, the normal displacement around the slope model is
constrained, so the principal stress vector will move towards
the lower strength strata.,e principal stress vectors on both
sides of the fault and weak layer deflect along the strike of
them. ,erefore, it can be judged that under the effect of the
fault and weak layer, the area along both sides of the fault
and weak layer will be the first area where damage occurs.

5.3. Damage Zone Analysis. ,e damage zone of the slope is
calculated by using the D-P criterion and FESRM. Figure 6
shows the evolution of the damage zone, and for
Figures 6(a)–6(d), strength reduction factors of 1.00, 1.30,
1.70 and 2.00 are selected, respectively. It can be seen that the
fault and weak layer first produce damage. With the strength
of rock mass decreasing, the damage area along the fault and
weak layer gradually expands and eventually extends to the
whole slope surface. Comparing with the shear stress field in
Figure 4, it shows that the damage of the slope is mainly
caused by shear stress. However, there is almost no damage
zone in the rock mass below the weak layer, which further
illustrates the control role of the weak layer in slope failure.
Figure 7 is the sectional view of damage zone development.
It can be seen that the damage originates at the fault and
weak layer and gradually extends to a large area with the
strength reduction. Finally, a complete slope slip zone is
formed.

6. Discussion

,eprevious calculation results and analysis are based on the
interaction of the fault and weak layer. In order to analyze
the effect of the fault and weak layer on slope stability
separately, the calculation model is changed to that include
only fault or weak layer. ,en the change laws of the stress
field and damage zone are analyzed.

6.1. Effect of Fault. ,e 3D slope model with fault and weak
layer is modified. ,e strength parameter of weak layer
BOMZ is modified to that of SDS. ,en, the 3D slope model
with fault is obtained. ,e result is analyzed by the same
calculation method and strength criteria.

6.1.1. Stress Field. Figure 8 is the shear stress field on the xz
plane of the slope with fault. Without the barrier of the weak
layer, the shear stress is mainly concentrated on the whole
slope surface, especially the rock mass near the fault and
below the slope. Due to the effect of the self-weight load of
the strata and the normal restraint on both sides, a stress
concentration zone is formed in the boundary area between
RSF and RAT below the slope. Although it is the stress
concentration area, there is no danger of damage because of
its deep location and the high strength of the strata. It can be
seen from Figure 8(b) that the shear stress distribution near
the fault is not uniform due to the existence of the fault. But
the strength of the fault is low, so it is easy to cause rock
damage here.

Figure 9 shows the principal stress vectors of the slope
with fault. ,e simulation arrows of 8× 5× 5 principal stress
vectors are set in the directions of x, y, and z, respectively.
Because the strength of the fault is quite different from that
of surrounding rock mass and four sides of the slope model
are constrained normal displacement, the principal stress
vector will move towards the fault. ,e principal stress
vectors on both sides of the fault slightly deflect along the
strike of the fault. It can be judged that, under the effect of
the fault, both sides of the fault will become the first area
where the damage occurs.

6.1.2. Damage Zone. Figure 10 shows the evolution of the
damage zone of the slope with fault. When F� 1.0, only a
small amount of damage is generated at the fault. As the
strength of the rock mass decreases, the damage of the rock
mass gradually extends from the fault to the slope on both
sides of it. However, the damage area of the slope with fault is
smaller than that of the slope with fault and weak layer. ,e
stratum of the slope is low in the north and high in the south.
,e strata on the south side show antidip geological
structure, while the strata on the north side show a trend of
transformation to forward dip geological structure. ,ere-
fore, the damage development of the south side is slower
than that of the north side of the slope. From the sectional
view of the damage zone (Figure 11), it can be seen that the
damage occurs at the bend of the fault first, extends to the
upper strata and deep part of the fault, and then forms a slip
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zone with increase of the strength reduction factor. How-
ever, the range of the slip zone of the slope with fault is
smaller than that of the slope with both fault and weak layer.

6.2. E�ect of Weak Layer. Using the slope model in Section
3, the fault F1 is removed and a 3D slope model with weak

layer is established, as shown in Figure 12. �e results are
analyzed using the same calculation method and strength
criteria.

6.2.1. Stress Field. Figure 13 is the shear stress �eld of the
slope with weak layer on the xz plane. It can be seen that
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Figure 6: Evolution of the damage zone. (a) F� 1.0; (b) F� 1.3; (c) F� 1.7; (d) F� 2.0.
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the shear stress concentration zone is above the weak layer
and the maximum shear stress value appears at the
southern part of the junction of the weak layer and SDS,

indicating the control effect of the weak layer on the slope
stability. As shown in Figure 13(b), the shear stress
concentration zone in the slope also appears in the rock

Fault
Weak layer

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: Sectional view of the damage zone. (a) F� 1.0; (b) F� 1.3; (c) F� 1.7; (d) F� 2.0.
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Figure 9: ,e principal stress vectors of the slope with fault. (a) 3D view. (b) Top view.
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mass above the weak layer. And because there is no fault,
the stress distribution is more uniform.

Figure 14shows the principal stress vector of the slope
with weak layer. In the model, simulated arrows of 8× 5 × 5
principal stress vectors are set in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively. Due to the large difference in strength between
the weak layer and the surrounding rock mass, the prin-
cipal stress vector will move towards the weak layer. ,e
directions of the principal stress vectors on both sides of the
weak layer deflect along the strike of the weak layer. So
under the effect of the weak layer, the slope near it will
damage firstly.

6.2.2. Damage Zone. Figure 15 shows the evolution of the
damage zone of the slope with weak layer. When F � 1.0,
the damage occurs near the weak layer. As the strength
reduction factor increases to 1.3, CMN damages in the
shallow part of the slope. When the strength reduction
factor increases to 1.7 and 2.0, the damage zone gradually
extends to the slope surface above the weak layer. Figure 16
is the sectional view showing the development of the
damage zone. In the process of development from F � 1.0
to 1.3, the first damage occurred is the weak layer, and the
damage gradually extends to the inside of the slope. With
the increase of the strength reduction factor, the damage
zone extends to the rock mass above the weak layer,
forming a complete slip zone.

6.3. Comparative Analysis. ,e stress field and damage zone
under the three conditions (the conditions of only fault, only
weak layer, and both fault and weak layer) are compared and
analyzed to obtain the effect of the fault and weak layer on
the slope stability.

6.3.1. Comparative Analysis of Stress Field. Figure 17 shows
the shear stress field on the xz plane under three conditions.
When the slope contains only fault, shear stress concen-
tration is generated in the surrounding rock mass of the
fault due to its low strength. When the slope contains only
weak layer, a large range of shear stress concentrations are
generated in the rock mass above the weak layer. When the
slope contains the fault and weak layer, the shear stress

Weak layer BOMZ
xy

z

Figure 12: ,e slope model with only weak layer.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10: Evolution of the damage zone of the slope with fault. (a) F� 1.0. (b) F� 1.3. (c) F� 1.7. (d) F� 2.0.
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Figure 11: Sectional view of the damage zone of the slope with fault. (a) F� 1.0. (b) F� 1.3. (c) F� 1.7. (d) F� 2.0.
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concentration zone is also mainly generated in the rock
mass above the weak layer. But the stress distribution inside
the rock mass is more complicated because of the effect of
the fault.

In order to compare and analyze the numerical changes
of the stress field under the three conditions, a data ex-
traction line parallel to the slope is set at the vertical depth of
2m on the slope surface. Figure 18 shows the variation of

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 15: Evolution of the damage zone of the slope with weak layer. (a) F� 1.0. (b) F� 1.3. (c) F� 1.7. (d) F� 2.0.
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Figure 13: Shear stress field of the slope with weak layer on the xz plane. (a) 3D view. (b) Sectional view.

z
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(a)
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x
y
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Figure 14: ,e principal stress vectors of the slope with weak layer. (a) 3D view. (b) Top view.
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shear stress on the xz plane under three conditions. It can
be seen that the changes of shear stress of the slope with
fault are the smallest, and the changes of shear stress of the
slope with both fault and weak layer are the largest and the
most complicated. ,e maximum value of shear stress is

0.57MPa when the slope contains only fault, 2.49MPa
when it contains only weak layer, and 2.70MPa when it
contains both fault and weak layer. At the fault and weak
layer, the abnormal changes of the curves are caused,
which indicates that the fault and weak layer cause the

Weak layer

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 16: Sectional view of the damage zone of the slope with weak layer. (a) F� 1.0. (b) F� 1.3. (c) F� 1.7. (d) F� 2.0.
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Figure 17: Shear stress field under three conditions. (a) Only fault. (b) Only weak layer. (c) Both fault and weak layer.
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stress concentration in the slope. And the stress change
caused by the weak layer is much higher than that caused
by the fault.

6.3.2. Comparative Analysis of Damage Evolution.
Figures 19 and 20 are comparisons of the damage zone under
the three conditions when F� 1.3. Among them, the damage
zone of the slope with fault is the smallest. Damage only
occurs at the fault, and the depth of the damage zone is not
large.,e damage zone of the slope with weak layer is larger.

Damage occurs not only at the weak layer, but also on the
slope above the weak layer. ,e depth of the damage zone is
larger. ,e damage zone of the slope with fault and weak
layer is the largest. Besides fault and weak layer, damage also
occurs on the slope surface on both sides of the fault and
above the weak layer. ,e depth of the damage zone is the
largest.

According to the degree of effect on slope stability, the
condition of the slope with fault and weak layer has the
greatest effect on the stability of the slope, the condition of
the slope with weak layer is the second, and the condition of
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Figure 18: Changes of shear stress field under three conditions.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 19: Damage zone under three conditions when F� 1.3. (a) Only fault. (b) Only weak layer. (c) Both fault and weak layer.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 20: Sectional view of the damage zone under three conditions when F� 1.3. (a) Only fault. (b) Only weak layer. (c) Both fault and
weak layer.
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the slope with fault is least. ,e fault and weak layer have
different degrees of effect on the slope stability. ,e fault
causes stress concentration and damage to nearby rock
mass. ,e weak layer causes stress concentration on the
slope above it and forms a dangerous slip zone. ,is is
related to the occurrence of fault and weak layer in the
slope. Whether it is a fault or a weak layer, it can be
regarded as a structural surface that affects the stability of
the slope. When the structural surface and the slope surface
are nearly vertical, the structural surface has little effect on
the stability of the slope. When the structural surface is
nearly parallel to the slope surface, the structural surface
has a great effect on the slope stability and may cause
instability. In the slope model of this paper, the fault is the
structural surface in the vertical direction, and the weak
layer is the structural surface in the horizontal direction.
,erefore, the weak layer has a greater effect on the slope
stability than the fault.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, taking complex 3D slope as the research object,
the stress field and damage evolution law of the slope under
three conditions are analyzed by using COMSOL numerical
calculation software and FESRM. ,e main conclusions are
as follows:

(1) For the condition of the slope with fault and weak
layer, the slope stability is obviously affected.
According to the analysis results, the fault and weak
layer have different degrees of effect on the slope
stability. ,e fault causes stress concentration and
damage to nearby rock mass. ,e weak layer causes
stress concentration on the slope above it and forms
a dangerous slip zone. Under the effect of the fault
and weak layer, stress concentration occurs in the
rockmass near the fault and weak layer, whichmakes
the surrounding rock mass more vulnerable to
damage, and makes the slope extremely easy to
landslide instability.

(2) For the condition of the slope with only fault, the
slope stability is not affected much. ,e fault causes
stress concentration on both sides of it and damage
to surrounding rock mass. For the condition of the
slope with only weak layer, the effect of slope stability
is obvious. ,e weak layer causes the stress con-
centration on the slope above it and forms a slip
zone, which makes the slope easy to landslide.
Compared with the effect of the weak layer, the fault
has little effect on the stability of the slope.

(3) According to the degree of effect on slope stability,
the condition of the slope with fault and weak layer
has the greatest effect on the stability of the slope, the
condition of the slope with weak layer is the second,
and the condition of the slope with fault is least. ,is
is related to the occurrence of fault and weak layer in
the slope. Because the effect of horizontal structural
plane on slope stability is greater than that of vertical
structural plane, the effect of weak layer on slope

stability is greater than that of the fault in the slope
model of this paper.

Abbreviations

ρ: Density
c: Cohesion before strength reduction
φ: Internal friction angle before strength reduction
E: Elastic modulus
μ: Poisson’s ratio
c′: Cohesion after strength reduction
φ′: Internal friction angle after strength reduction
F: Strength reduction factor
I1: First invariant of stress
J2: Second invariant of stress deviator
σ1: Maximum principal stress
σ2: Intermediate principal stress
σ3: Minimum principal stress
σx: Normal stress in the x direction
σy: Normal stress in the y direction
σz: Normal stress the in z direction
τxy: Shear stress on the xy plane
τyz: Shear stress on the yz plane
τzx: Shear stress on the zx plane
α,K: Experimental constants related only to φ and c.
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